$43.99 $83.99

LITERATURE
DISPLAY
The All-in-One Preaching Folio

Sherie T. says:
This outstanding organizer is very well put
together: excellent workmanship, high quality
materials, and just beautiful. Carrying it is so
much easier then a heavy service bag. And best
of all, it keeps me organized and prepared for
service. Thank you so much for this product!
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Are you looking to lighten your load while
you are active in the door-to-door
ministry? Then this item is what you are
looking for. All of your literature is kept
clean and orderly in one convenient
location. You can also have your tablet on
hand to demonstrate the jw.org web site
or videos to interested ones that you find
in the field. (Tablet holder sold separately;
see page 2.)

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/all-in-one

TABLET
HOLDER

$22.99 $45.99

The Perfect Accessory for
your Preaching Folio
Tablets are more essential than
ever in our ministry. However,
finding a quality cover can be
difficult. That's because, as
Jehovah's Witnesses, we're looking
for functionality that goes beyond
just protection. Our universal tablet
folio has been specially designed
with our ministry in mind. This special
accessory not only protects your
tablet, it also makes presenting videos
to your audience much easier. It
features additional space for even more
documents, and can be used on it's own
for the Watchtower Study.

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/tablet

Line F. says:
The Watchtower folder is attractive and
effective! I get so many compliments. It is amazingly light to
carry; I'm happy that it serves also as a stand for showing
videos at my Bible studies; and the outside pocket was
useful for holding the new tracts and Memorial
invitations, while the inside pocket held some
magazines. This enabled me to travel light
in doing the house-to-house work,
Memorial invitation campaign, and making
return visits.
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‘THE
BASICS’
The ideal solution to stay organized
Whether you're a publisher or regular
pioneer, how you present yourself is key to
a successful ministry. Not only does a
professional manner make you instantly
more credible, but you will also find that
your job is much easier when everything is
readily at hand. 'The Basics' Ministry Folio
is the tool to help you do just that. (Tablet
holder sold separately; see page 2.)

SERVICE
FOLIO

$39.99 $79.99

Leslie Robison. says:
Wonderful! I'm so organized now! I love
my new portfolio! It's been a few months
and everyone asks me where I got it. They
also ask me for extra literature since I'm
able to carry so much more than anyone
else, and it's so effortless. Everything I
need and anything I might need is right
there! Thank you Ministry Ideaz!
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/basics

ZIPPER POUCH
For Invitation Work and Special Campaigns
Do you find it more of a challenge to keep the
newer 16-page magazines in new condition?
Are you keeping your Memorial invitations in
a well-worn manila envelope? Are your
Watchtowers and Awakes dog-eared half
the time? Well look no further! Those are
problems of the past. You now have just the
right tool!

$12.99

One Zipper Pouch will easily accommodate 6 to
8 copies of both Watchtower and Awake!,
placed in the protective sleeve from the
top.There are also two separate slots that hold
up to 16 tracts, and a special slot for
Memorial invitations and
convention invitations. This
tract holder keeps
your materials
clean and

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/wt-zipper-pouch
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DELUXE
TRACT ORGANIZER
No more doggy-ears!

$28.99 $38.99

Have you ever been
embarrassed with your tracts
scattering all over? Say
goodbye to those days when
you get this handsome
booklet-style tract holder. It
lets you organize up to
fourteen different tracts and
slips into briefcases and
service bags to go
everywhere.

Carol says:
I adore the Leather Deluxe Tract
Folio and Organizer! The organizer
keeps all the new tracts safe from
tattering and in a beautifully leather
bound cover. I keep this in my purse
and it is beautiful when I pull it out to
hand a tract. Very dignified.
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more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/
deluxe-tract

$8.99

TRACT DISPLAY
BOOKLET

Easily display and locate your tracts
When we are calling on others as part of our ministry as
Jehovah’s Witnesses, quickly accessing a relevant tract is
often the key to reaching a householder, friend, or loved one.
Those who have purchased our Tract Display Booklet have
been pleased and love the transparency for keeping track of
the tracts they are seeking for specific purposes. Organize
and assemble tracts as neatly and easily as possible.
Linda says:
I love this organizer to keep my tracts
clean, organized, and looking as
respectfully as our literature should. No
more wrinkled tracts pushed to the
bottom of my service bag! Now that I can
see all of them at a glance, I find myself
using them more frequently. This is a
must-have item for all!
more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/vinyl-tract
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$31.99 $51.99

MAGAZINE &
TRACT FOLIO
New easier-to-use format
The clear vinyl windows provide easy viewing when you want to reach for a
specific tract or magazine. Once the folio is loaded with your current issues, it
slips neatly into your briefcase for taking your ministry on the road. When you
don’t feel like carrying a large
bag, this handsome folio is
also easy to carry under your
arm, and it looks professional
and neat.
Samantha J. says:
The updated design is awesome. It's so easy to
put the magazines in and get them out because
it's slightly bigger now and it holds more which is
also nice. I love that it's got 4 slots on each side
for our new tracts!
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/tracts

MAGAZINE
ORGANIZER

$8.99

Display and protect your mags at
the same time
An important aspect of our ministry is
sharing printed materials such as the
Watchtower and Awake! magazines
plus the various tracts with others.
Organization and orderliness are critical
here – ensuring the materials are handy,
readily viewable, and also neat and
clean. All of these needs are fulfilled when
using the Watchtower magazine organizer
offered here while you're busily performing
street witnessing or the door-to-door
ministry.
This combination magazine and tract
organizer is no flimsy booklet, but rather
made from thick, heavy-duty vinyl.

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/magazines

KC from Midwest
USA says:
We really like the organizer. Both my husband and I use this
for our magazines and tracts. We find this organizer
provides better visibility of what we are offering, added
protection for the material from the elements, and is lighter
and less bulky to carry. Like other products offered by
Ministry Ideaz, the product is very well made. Thank you!
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$20.99 $38.49

EMBOSSED COVER
Beautiful Covers Embossed with Foil Stamping
A great gift for any occasion, this embossed cover includes two
velvet page marker ribbons as well as a handy pocket on the
front-inside and back-inside to keep small papers or notes. As
with most of our leather products, it is subtly decorated with the
Hebrew tetragrammaton on the outside cover (leather only).
Carolyn N. says:
I was extremely pleased with the Bible covering. The foil
stamping is very elegant, if I may use that term. Bought both for
myself, but when one of the friends saw one on my Bible, she
had to have the other one, so will be ordering another soon.
Your products are so well made and I am always happy
to receive my orders. Thank you!!
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/embossed

POCKET BIBLE $$283.9.999 COVERS

Protect your Pocket New World Translation
Whether on vacation or just heading to the meeting,
school or work, you’ve always got your pocket New
World Translation in your travel bag, briefcase, purse,
or backpack. Protect it from all the wear and tear with
the right tool! Choose the economical but sturdy clear
vinyl cover or a beautifully embossed leatherette or
leather cover. Guaranteed to fit your pocket Bible nice
and snug while ensuring that it stays safe and clean.

Michelle V. says:
This is the most beautiful and amazing Bible cover
ever! It fits my pocket Bible perfectly and it's my favorite
color. The embossing work is incredible. Everyone always
tells me how pretty it is and wants to know
where I got it. Their customer service is
super. I definitely recommend this cover
and company.

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/pocket
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BIBLE COVERS

$4.99

FOR POCKET OR REGULAR SIZE
Keep your grey Bible looking new!
Don't be fooled by the price. Our vinyl covers are designed with
longevity in mind, while some vinyl covers that other companies
sell can quickly show wear and tear and appear cheap. The tight,
individually sewn edges of our vinyl covers prevent them from
snagging onto clothing.
An anonymous reviewer from the USA says:
Awesome book cover! I got so many complements on it.
Some people ordered from other companies and they're
not satisfied with the vinyl because its already showing
wear and tear and tearing apart in some areas. The friends
are impressed, like myself, of the good quality of the vinyl.
I'm so thankful I chose your company! I'm sure
others will be surfing your website.
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/nwt

TRANSPARENT
ZIPPER COVER
Show off and protect your Bible!
Like us, you love your Bible. If you want to
protect it and showcase the original cover,
this is the cover for you! Our transparent
covers provide excellent protection and
durability. They don't disintegrate after a few
months. We guarantee it. We use only the
finest quality materials obtainable.

$9.99
$8.99

Have you ever had rain affect the delicate
silver on the edges of your Bible? Well, that
will never happen again when you have this
cover zipped shut and protecting it! The high
quality zipper is just the right shade of gray
to match your Bible perfectly. (Other color
choices also available.)

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/zipper-cover
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$5.99

BIBLE COVERS
FOR LARGE PRINT

Pat from Florida says:
Very satisfied. Very durable & much better than the
regular thin vinyl that a lot of brothers ordered from
another site. A lot of brothers ask: ‘Where did you
get that beautiful book cover?’ So I'm very
satisfied & plan to order other things from your
site & maybe a few more book covers for friends.
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/nwt-large

ELEGANT

BOOK COVERS

PROTECT YOUR STUDY COPY
If you're like us, your study books can really go
through the ringer! If your book has folded corners
and pages falling out, then look no further. A
handsome leather or leatherette cover is the
best way to keep your most important book
safe and sound. We understand what it's
like to teach students and be a student. Our
protective zipper cover options include covers
made from high-quality, soft and supple genuine
cowhide leather and more economically priced leatherette
covers. Both styles are guaranteed to help slow down the wear
and tear process and keep your book intact for longer than ever.

$18.99 $45.49

Regina Bailey says:
I just received my new Imitate Their Faith book cover. I ordered a pink
one and I love it. It is so beautiful and very well made. My son-in-law
makes a similar product in his China factory and he was very impressed. Thank you for such a great book cover.

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/book-covers
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BOOK

COVERS

Protect your precious books!
These cover just last. We guarantee it! But don't take
our word for it. Just read some of the more than 1000
five-star reviews on our website. You may find
similar-looking covers at other stores for much cheaper.
Why are ours so much more? Remember: These are not
mass-produced with machines. We individually
handcraft each item with top-quality thread and vinyl
which are designed to last.
Nami Riodino says:
A must have! I use it for my brochures and I love it. Other
companies have a similar product but it does not have the
silver edges. The material is soft but durable, it doesn't get
white over time, it stays in a good condition for a long time.

$4(s.m9a9l )
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/vinyl

BOOK COVERS
Allison W. says:

$5a.9rg9e)
(l

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/vinyl

I ordered clear covers from another company and they
have now cracked in certain areas. Your covers are
much softer and do not crack. I will be ordering more
from you. Keep up the excellent work!
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$15.99

MEETING
WORKBOOK AND
MAGAZINE BINDER
Keep your magazines and Ministry
Meeting Workbooks in a handy binder.
A must-have for any theocratic library,
each Watchtower and Awake! binder is
made with durability in mind, constructed
with precise craftsmanship and using
quality materials. A sturdy clamp keeps
individual magazines or MWBs intact without
the need to punch holes through each issue.
Magazines can be easily added or removed
effortlessly and without frustration.
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/binder

BOYS’ CASES
Briefcases for Boys
Help your kids to get an early start!
Our line of bags for kids and
toddlers gives children who carry
them the means necessary to
emulate their elders in the
rewarding activities involved in
service. With soft, padded handles
for easy carrying and a tough,
durable leatherette covering to
absorb the frequent handling to
which they'll be subject. These kids'
briefcases are an important item in
the life of a child whose goal is to
pioneer.
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$49.99

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/kids-service-bags

BOYS’ CASES
Melanie says:
My son has had this kid's service bag since he was a toddler and he is now 12.
This is a well-made, durable bag that has been worth every penny!!

$37.99

Laurie says:
My 5½-year-old son gasped and went still after opening the package that came
in the mail today - his new meeting bag! He immediately emptied my husband's
meeting bag for the items he uses at meeting and put them into his new bag.
Tonight at the hall, he got his own songbook and
showed all the brothers at the hall his new bag, to
much acclaim. Thank you so much again for making
him so very happy. He looks quite the brother with his
new case!

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/kids-service-bags
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GIRLS’ CASES
Cute Briefcases and Totes for
Girls
You'll be glad your daughter has
a place for her Bible, books,
pencil, and Watchtower
magazine! And, yay!... it's just her
size! Ministry Ideaz offers these
wonderful girls' meeting bags at a
great price, and the kids feel
special carrying them to the
meeting along with mommy and
daddy.
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$43.49

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/kids-service-bags

Rita says:
Have had for over 7 years and still looks
great!: I bought this for my daughter when
she was a toddler and it has been used
constantly for over 7 years and still looks
great! Wonderful, well-made bag that will
last for years!

GIRLS’ CASES
$44.99

$38.99
Linda E. says:

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/
kids-service-bags

I ordered 3 Sophia bags and the girls love
them! They were thrilled to have their own bag
like Sophia has in the videos, and they are
proud to carry them in the ministry and to the
meetings. The bags are top quality, have
plenty of room for their books and tablets, and
will last many years as they develop their
pre-pioneer skills! Thank you, Greg and Jade
and all your helpers, for providing us with
many beautiful products exclusive to the
brothers and sisters! Also, the Caleb bag is
adorable. It's just like Caleb in the videos has!
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LADIES’ CASES
Large Capacity Service Satchel for
sisters

This practical bag will serve you
well in adding an elegance to your
ministry. It sports twin grab handles
as well as a lovely oversized inner
compartment with a main divider,
two zipper pouches and lots of
smaller compartments. Although
inexpensive, this quality shoulder
bag certainly doesn't look cheap.
Made with a high quality
leatherette, this service satchel can
be used for the ministry, meetings,
and in casual settings too!
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$57.99

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/amy

LADIES’ CASES
Stylish Handbags made from
Italian Leather

These stylish handbags will serve
you well in creating an elegance
to your ministry. Available in a host
of different colors and patterns.

$199.99
$299.99

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/le-sak

Visit our website to see all the
patterns available!
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PREACHING CASE
The ‘Charles Taze’ Men’s Preaching Bag.

$64.99
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Quality preaching bags are a must for those actively
involved in the preaching activity. You'll want a dedicated
space inside for everything you need to have on hand:
Bible, literature, tracts, magazines, and even your tablet.
The leatherette preaching bags offered here are
handmade from high-quality leatherette making them
tough and durable. They offer one large interior
compartment with a single divider to easily hold all your
preaching supplies.

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/charles-taze

BOARD

GAMES

Fun ideas for
Family Worship Night
What are you and the family doing
tonight? Why not surprise the kids
with a unique activity for your next
family worship night with a family
board game night! When you can
bring the family together over a good
game while your faith as one of
Jehovah’s Witnesses is strengthened,
it’s the perfect item to have on the
itinerary. TagOn and House2House
were designed by Jehovah’s
Witnesses especially for us. These
board games not only enhance your
Scriptural knowledge, they promote
learning about the Bible too!
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$39.99

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/games

BOARD
$44.99

GAMES
Charyn Cordry says:
Good Clean Fun! We weren't
completely sure what to expect from
this game, but now that we have it, we
are crazy about it! It is lots of fun and
wonderful practice for being out in
service too. Our entire experience with
Ministry Ideaz has been a good one.
The purchase was quick, easy,
secure, and delivery was on time.
We'll be customers again I'm sure.
An anonymous reviewer says:
Awesome game! The kids loved it
during family worship, and the best
part is my 16-year-old was able to
avoid a conversation stopper from
what he learned playing the game.
Wonderful product.

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/games
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SOFTWARE BUNDLE

Great for family worship night!

$36.89

Get all five of our popular JW computer games and
software for one low price!
Accurate Knowledge Bible trivia game: Great for family
worship evening! A challenging but fun Christian game
to play on the computer with friends.
Bible Choozit game: Learn the order of Bible events
and more. Over 50 different "drag and drop" Bible
puzzles.
6-in-1 Bible Puzzles: Helps you learn and remember
more about the Bible. With an adjustable skill level,
make puzzles that are challenging to more experienced
ones, and 'just right' for novices.
Bible Flashcards: Memorize scriptures easily with this computer version of the scripture
'card deck.' Add scriptures that interest you, or practice with the over 450 included.
Bible Numbers Converter: A handy tool to make your Bible research or reading more
meaningful. Allows you to convert many of the measurements in Bible passages to
modern units.
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more info: www.ministryideaz.com/software

The Extraordinary Courage of an
Ordinary Man
As one of the world's oldest
concentration camp survivors the
Austrian Leopold Engleitner, born
1905, returns to the places where it
all happened and talks about his
exciting life. This touching
documentary recounts the
experiences of a humble man who,
because he was a bibelforscher
(Jehovah's Witness) and objected to
military service, had to endure the
brutal machinery of the Hitler regime
in 3 concentration camps.

UNBROKEN WILL

$19.99

Silvia R. says:
The best movie I've seen in my life
about a true faithful Christian. It
moves every love fiber in you. It
strengthens our faith and
determination to endure our race
until Jehovah's sovereignty is
established once and for all.
more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/
unbroken-will
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BIBLE ACTIVITIES
Fun Word Puzzles for Kids
Take your child on an amazing
journey from creation to the account
of Dinah! Always a hit with the kids,
this booklet is packed with 40 pages
of puzzles, word scrambles, and
crosswords. Use these special
Bible-based activities in your family
worship evening or just for fun.

$4.99

Zaneta B. says:
My Bible Story Puzzle Book: I
purchased the book for my autistic
son who is 10. He loves the puzzle
book, plus it teaches him about the
Bible and Jehovah. He has
mastered word search. The
crossword puzzles are new to him
but keep him thinking. I would
definitely purchase more books. I
(we) am so grateful to have it!!! It is
amazing and a great purchase.
Thank you so much!
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more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/puzzles

BIBLE

SONGS
Fun songs to help kids learn about the
Bible

$8.99
$8.99

When it's time for family worship
evening, your little ones will come
running because they enjoy all the
faith-building activities. Children love
singing! What better way to have fun
and teach at the same time than with
biblically-accurate sing-along Bible
songs! The Bible-themed music will also
keep them entertained and singing
thunderously on trips around town or
further afield.
An anonymous reviewer says:
These songs are wonderful. My 3- and
8-year-olds are singing the books of the
Bible. I get so tired of trying to find
anything decent in the world of music
worth letting my children listen to, and
this is great! :) The quality is even good
enough for me to enjoy listening to! :-)

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/songs
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BABIES

Deann B. says:
I love this cover for the
Bible Lessons. My grand
daughter can hold it
without it getting torn up.

Protective Cover
How many copies of My Bible
Lessons has your infant or toddler
eaten so far? No need to worry
anymore. With this colorful protective
cover, you simply insert the 8 sheets
of the brochure into the eight
pockets. Now your youngster can
"chew away" at his special "spiritual
food" to his or her heart's content!
Designed by caring parents, your
child's Bible lessons will be protected
from slobber and teeth. It's a great
gift idea for new parents and a
perfect gift for a baby shower!
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$17.99

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/baby

GREETING
CARDS

Love
Pack

Give the gift of spiritual encouragement!
These are always good to have on hand! An encouraging card from
Ministry Ideaz is sure to lift someone's spirits at a moment's notice.
Is there a sister in the congregation expecting a baby? You've got
just the thing! Maybe your friend is ill or feeling down.
You've got a card for that too! Is someone moving to
serve where the need is greater? Or maybe they got
accepted to Evangelizer School. Whatever the occasion,
these scriptural greeting cards are beautifully made and
each is accompanied by a Bible verse from the New
World Translation. (Also available in Spanish.)

$17.94

Set of 6
35

more info: www.ministryideaz.com/cards

Friendshicpk Comfort Pack
Pa

GREETING
CARDS

$23.92
$23.92
Set of 8
more info: www.ministryideaz.com/cards

Jane J. says:

Set of 8

Very nice assortment of beautiful cards to send friends. Great to
keep handy for those important occasions in our busy lives.
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G et Wel l
Pack

GREETING
CARDS
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Set of 4

Set of 4
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$17.94

Set of 6
more info: www.ministryideaz.com/cards

Blessings
Pack
$23.92

Set of 8
more info: www.ministryideaz.com/cards

T heocratic
Pack

GREETING
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Set of 6
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PIONEER PORTFOLIO

$149.99 $187.99

Portfolios and Attaches for pioneers and publishers alike
In your ministry as one of Jehovah's Witnesses, you will want to own a
perfectly sized, multi-purpose service bag in order to carry your prized
Bible, books, brochures, and magazines. Enter: the ‘Pioneer Portfolio’ or
‘Pioneer Attache’! This special portfolio was designed by pioneers, for
pioneers. And it works great for non-pioneers too! No more fumbling
around looking for where you put that tract or brochure. Everything is at
your fingertips!

Steve's
This product comes in two handy sizes. Both are quite small, but the
wife says:
‘attache’ style is about 2” (5 cm) longer and wider. Rather than just
Love the fact that
having a zipper opening at the top, they both come with a “zip-around”
everything has a place. I
zipper. Think of it as a “briefcase that folds inside-out.”
purchased one, and my
husband saw the organization in it and proceeded to
use it for himself. Had to purchase another for myself.
Did so gladly!
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more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/pioneer-portfolio

CALENDARS
AND PLANNERS

2016

The Christian Life and Ministry
agenda is the perfect solution for
planning and tracking your
service report, important dates
and pioneer schedule. A nicely
detailed calendar that offers
inspirational quotes each month, the
agenda has two special sections to
keep track of both your Watchtower
and Awake! magazine route and your
return visits and Bible studies.
Choose the original "small size" which
fits in your shirt pocket and measures
5.5” x 3.9”. Or get the new ‘jumbo
format’ which is 30% larger and
measures 7.1” x 5.0.”
The ‘countdown to my goal’ feature is a favorite of ours, and a
space is provided for each day of the month to record
placements of books, tracts, magazines, brochures, hours, etc.
There are also special planning schedules for regular or
auxiliary pioneers.
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Set your pioneer service goals
and stay organized
With a total of 32 extra pages for
scheduling and notes, there's
no excuse for being
disorganized this year!
(Also available in
Spanish.)

$1.99 $5.48

Maria B. says:
I love it! Especially like the little
extras we can share in field
service, like the encouraging
quotes. It's a great little
planner for keeping service
data.

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/calendars

2016

Deluxe 2016 Theocratic
Weekly Planner + Diary
These durable, spiral-bound
books include 170 pages with
ample space for ministry
records, calendar dates,
service reports, goals, and
more. It even includes the 2016
Memorial Bible reading
schedule in March. This
January-to-December agenda
coincides with the 2016 Our
Christian Life and Ministry
meetings. What better way to
begin the new year than with a
strategy for field service and
pioneering! Designed and
refined to be the publication you
need to fulfill your spiritual goals
in 2016.

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/agenda

WEEKLY
AGENDA
Sherry C. says:

$11.99

This is the most beautiful and
practical record & agenda book
ever! I absolutely love this
book. It's not only very pretty,
but it couldn't be more
practical. All the things I
look for... from the
service time page, the
monthly calendar page,
the daily note pages... it's all there. I
only hope you'll be doing one for
next year!
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$2.99
Find Bible reading bookmarks, pens, highlighters, styluses, mouse
pads, magnets and more! All feature the beautiful yeartext: “Let your
brotherly love continue” - Hebrews 13:1. Most items also available
in Spanish and French.

NOVELTY ITEMS

Featuring the 2016 Yeartext

$4.99

$7.49

$2.99
43

$2.99
more info: www.ministryideaz.com/2016

MEETING WORKBOOK

COMPANION
There are sections for “My
Spiritual Gems” research, as well
as for notes from “Treasures from
God's Word,” “Apply Yourself to
the Field Ministry,” and “Living as
Christians.” For Sunday there are
special sections to record
information about the Public Talk
and “My Favorite Lesson” from the
Watchtower study. Includes 52
pages for all the meetings of the
year.
A fun Kids Version is also available
which has spaces for drawing
pictures of the theme at hand.

$5.99

more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/ministry-meeting

Also available in Spanish
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NOTEBOOKS
Note taking for all occasions

$4.24 $5.99

Are you ready to take in all of the information that you are exposed to at
the next assembly or convention: lessons, thoughts and experiences
that will help you better understand your place in Jehovah's purpose?
This will help to strengthen your faith. To help you stay always at the
ready to take careful notes of
all the useful information that
we will learn, Ministry Ideaz
provides all the note-taking
supplies you could need.
Visit the link below to see
the most up-to-date
notebook products.
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more info:
www.ministryideaz.com/notebooks
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